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INTRODUCTION TO LANDSCAPE

A guide for the non-specialist to aid the 
understanding, assessment and future planning 

of rural landscapes, with a focus on Scotland

All the diagrams are created using 
the basic elements below
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Part 2: Landscape Change
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Part 4: Perceptions of Landscape

Part 5: Planning Future Landscapes

The Council of Europe’s 
European Landscape Convention, to which Scotland is a 
signatory, sets the context for the conservation of landscapes

NatureScot (previously Scottish Natural Heritage) is the 
government agency responsible for landscape policy in 
Scotland
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Describing and mapping landscapes is a relatively objective process

PART 1

DESCRIBING LANDSCAPES

https://www.fenton.scot/landscape.htm
mailto:ecology@fenton.scot
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INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS OF LANDSCAPES
Can also be called ‘Features’ or ‘Elements’ Landform

i.e. the shape of the land

Landform is natural at the large scale, but can 
be shaped by man at the small scale

Landform is the substrate for the other 
components

All these components 
observed by humans, 

together comprise 
‘the landscape’

Definition of landscape from the European 
Landscape Convention, Council of Europe, 2000

“An area, as perceived by people, whose 
character is the result of the action and 
interaction of natural &/or human factors.”

1. 
DESCRIBING

Water body: can be natural or artificial

Natural components
i.e. created by nature

Artificial/cultural components 
i.e. created by humans, artifacts

Scenery is the aesthetic appeal of the landscape and 
comprises only that which is perceived through the eyes, 
i.e. what a camera would capture

Landscape has a wider definition and includes the less 
tangible aspects of the land such as its historical 
associations, sense of wildness, challenge for recreation 
or economic benefit

1. 
DESCRIBING
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ATTRIBUTES Examples of attributes of landscapes

Examples of attributes of landscape components

An attribute is a description of a component of landscape, or of the 
landscape as a whole

Good condition

Poor condition

Tall

Short

Natural

Artificial

Modern

Ancient

Field boundaries of hedges

Field boundaries of stone

Red

Green

Rough landform

Smooth landform

Undeveloped

Developed

Enclosed

Open

1. 
DESCRIBING

1. 
DESCRIBING
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TYPES OF LANDSCAPES

Components – natural

Pattern of components – natural

Components – artificial & natural

Pattern of components – artificial
(excepting gross landform & clouds) 

A NATURAL LANDSCAPE

Pattern of components shaped only by 
natural forces (natural origin): Wild Land

A CULTURAL LANDSCAPE

Pattern of components shaped by human 
activity (cultural origin)

1. 
DESCRIBING

1. 
DESCRIBING
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EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF RURAL LANDSCAPE

Natural
– Pattern shaped by natural forces

Restoration upland
– Pattern shaped by conscious effort of 
ecological ‘restoration’

Cultural extensive
– Pattern shaped by human activity 
without importation of energy/fertilisers

Designed Landscape
– Pattern created for aesthetic reasons

Cultural intensive
– Modern intensive landscape: pattern 
shaped by human activity with 
importation of energy/fertilisers
– Includes upland ‘renewable energy’ 
landscapes

Wild land, no/few artifacts present

Target-driven landscape design based on ‘restoration’ 
of open ground, particularly woodland creation

‘Traditional’ landscapes, pre-dating 20th century 
intensification of farming and forestry (although post-
dating the earlier ‘agricultural improvement’)

Often with a large number of landscape components, 
high wildlife value, and ‘organically-evolved’ 
vernacular buildings

Simplification of landscapes, with fewer 
components, larger field systems, 
commercial conifer plantations and loss 
of any link to vernacular building styles

Often with visible renewable energy 
infrastructure

Generally such designed landscapes have been 
created as settings for large houses and castles

Also includes planned towns/villages from the 
18th & 19th centuries, and some 21st century 
new towns such as Tornagrain in Moray 

Characteristic landscape attributes

1. 
DESCRIBING

1. 
DESCRIBING
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WILD LAND Land with only natural components (natural landscapes, wild land)

Man-made structures are detractors from wild land

NatureScot has identified Wild Land Areas, the core 
areas of remaining wild land

Click here for NatureScot’s policies for wild land & 
descriptions of the Wild Land Areas (and also for 
Scottish Government policy)

A larger extent of remote and 
wild land

A small area of land that is wild
with respect to its surroundings

Wild land can be defined as uninhabited and often 
relatively inaccessible countryside where the influence of 
human activity on the character and quality of the 
environment has been minimal

Across many Scottish landscapes remaining areas 
of  wild land tends to be localised

1. 
DESCRIBING

1. 
DESCRIBING

https://www.nature.scot/professional-advice/landscape/landscape-policy-and-guidance/landscape-policy-wild-land
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MIXED LANDSCAPES: A combination of Natural & Cultural

Commonly in Scotland the pattern of components has originated 
from a combination of natural and human influences

Hill & upland landscapes tend to have 
more components of natural origin

Lowland landscapes tend to have more 
components of artificial origin

"Landscape protection" means actions to 
conserve and maintain the significant or 
characteristic features of a landscape, justified 
by its heritage value derived from its natural 
configuration and/or from human activity

From the European Landscape Convention

Note: although some components may be 
natural (e.g. trees), their pattern in the 
landscape may be the result of human 
(cultural) activity. Spruce trees, for example, 
are indigenous to North America, not Scotland

10

1. 
DESCRIBING

1. 
DESCRIBING
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LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT: Mapping landscapes

The first step in describing the character of 
the landscape is to identify the different 
physical components

Areas with similar patterns of components 
are mapped together as a particular
Landscape Character Type

Landscape Character Assessment
is the process of identifying and mapping the 
different landscape character types in an area

An example Scottish 
landscape with both 
natural and artificial 
components (features)

Rolling hills 
with energy 
infrastructure

Forestry 
plantations

Farmland

Settlement

Rugged & 
wild hill

1. 
DESCRIBING

1. 
DESCRIBING

Further information about the process of 
Landscape Character Assessment and a 
description of the different Landscape 
Character Types can be found on the 
NatureScot website

https://www.nature.scot/professional-advice/landscape/landscape-character-assessment/scottish-landscape-character-types-map-and-descriptions
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REGIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS

Each part of Scotland has its own distinctive landscapes, reflecting different histories, soils and climates

Examples of two similar landscapes, but showing regional distinctiveness

1. 
DESCRIBING

1. 
DESCRIBING
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DESIGN

The distinctiveness between different parts of Scotland is often because of different styles of design of structures

Hence, maintaining such vernacular design styles will help maintain regional distinctiveness

The ratio of height to length/width is different in the two localities: 
each has its distinctive style of design

Notice also that the vegetation is different on the two areas: one 
dominated by broadleaved trees, one by conifers

Design guidance identifies the characteristic design styles of a locality, and is used by local 
authorities to help guide new development, ensuring regional distinctiveness is not lost 

A Village Design Statement identifies the characteristic design styles of a village; this can 
be used to ensure new development is in keeping with existing character. See for example 
the Village Design Statement for Glencaple in Dumfries & Galloway

See also page 53 below

1. 
DESCRIBING

1. 
DESCRIBING

https://www.dumgal.gov.uk/media/22144/Glencaple-Village-Design-Statement/pdf/Glencaple_Village_Design_Statement.pdf?m=637098377456300000
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NATIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS

Scottish landscapes have their own distinctive vernacular architecture and also their own distinctive 
vegetation pattern. For examples, the Scottish landscape has stone buildings with woodland rare in the 
landscape; the Norwegian landscape, in contrast, has wooden buildings and abundant woodland

Examples of two similar landscapes, but showing national distinctiveness

The Scottish upland landscape is characterised by open 
hills with only isolated woodland, and stone houses

The Norwegian upland landscape is characterised by 
abundant, continuous woodland and wooden houses

An aim of the European Landscape Convention is to prevent 
the general homogenisation of landscapes, whether at the 
regional or national level; i.e. to reverse the trend to make 
everywhere look the same

1. 
DESCRIBING

1. 
DESCRIBING
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LANDSCAPE CAPACITY

1. Original landscape

Landscapes can cope with a degree of change or development 
without a change to their character. 

2. New development at a scale to 
maintain the character of the landscape

3. New development has now exceeded 
the capacity of the landscape to absorb it, 
resulting in a different, and perhaps less 
preferred, landscape character type

However, if development causes the landscape character to 
change, then the landscape capacity has been exceeded

A landscape capacity study is a study that identifies 
how much scope there is for new development, 
without affecting the landscape character

See also Landscape Sensitivity and Visual Impact 
Assessment below on page 32

1. 
DESCRIBING

1. 
DESCRIBING

NatureScot has produced a toolkit for 
producing a Land Capacity Study available 
on the NatureScot website

https://www.nature.scot/guide-commissioning-landscape-capacity-study-toolkit
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Landscapes are not static but change over time

PART 2

Landscape Change

mailto:ecology@fenton.scot
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LANDSCAPE & HISTORY

All the components of an area have a history behind them

Relating the current pattern to the past land use is called Historic Landuse 
Assessment; often similar landscape character types have similar histories

See Historic Environment Scotland’s website and NatureScot’s website for more 
information on how the historic environment is taken into account

The landscape character here reflects a mixture of 
traditional and modern development, with most 
traces of previous land use slowly disappearing

The landscape character here still reflects 
an 19th century field pattern

Landscapes have:

A geological history (laying down of rocks)

A geomorphological history (subsequent development of 
landforms and soils)

An ecological history (natural development of vegetation and 
animal populations since the end of the ice age)

A landuse history (how the land has been used and managed)

A social history (people and cultures on the land)

Only this area retains its 
original natural character

Rugged & wild hill

Forestry 
plantations

Farmland

Settlement

Rolling hills 
with energy 
infrastructure

A landscape reflecting traditional livestock 
grazing now overlain with energy infrastructure

The original natural 
character of open moorland 
and native woodland now 
changed to one dominated 
by modern forestry 
plantation

The stone wall is a relict feature 
from the eighteenth century

2. 
CHANGE

2. 
CHANGE

https://www.historicenvironment.scot/archives-and-research/publications/publication/?publicationId=8786ca51-7d16-474a-83cc-a5af009ae53d
https://www.nature.scot/professional-advice/landscape/landscape-policy-and-guidance/landscape-historic-environment
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INDICATORS OF CHANGE

To find out the rate of landscape change, some components 
can be chosen as indicators, which are measured over time; 
some examples are given below

See NatureScot’s website for some of the indicators of 
landscape change used by NatureScot

Length of intact stone walls

Extent of wildlife sites 
(natural/semi-natural habitat)

Number of mature trees/ area 
of woodland

Number of houses/ 
area of housing

Number of artifacts visible 
from a given viewpoint

Extent of wild land
(land without artifacts)

18

2. 
CHANGE

2. 
CHANGE

https://www.nature.scot/scotlands-indicators-landscape
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LANDSCAPE CHANGE: Natural to cultural
Landscapes are not static, but change over time

A natural landscape (before humans 
colonised)

Over time natural landscapes are 
transformed into cultural landscapes, 

with a dominance of cultural features 
(artifacts) in most places

Landscape transformation continues 
into the present day

2. 
CHANGE

2. 
CHANGE
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LANDSCAPE CHANGE:  Cultural to natural
Although the trend for landscape change is generally from natural 
to cultural, if land is abandoned, and natural forces once more 
determine the landscape pattern, then a natural landscape could 
re-emerge

Land now abandoned, and 
nature once more in charge

Relict cultural landscape 
persisting in this area, where 

structures are still visible

Inhabited, largely cultural  landscape

2. 
CHANGE

2. 
CHANGE
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FORCES CAUSING LANDSCAPE CHANGE

Access & recreation
– Increasing use of vehicles in the countryside, 

and continual construction of new tracks
– Intensification of grouse moor management

Climate
– Climate change: impact uncertain
– Increasing intervention & infrastructure for climate mitigation

Forestry
– Continual expansion onto 

open ground
– Increasing mechanisation & 

upgrading of access tracks

Renewable energy
– Increasing extraction of energy from 
natural flows: wind, water, waves
– Associated tracks & quarries
– New energy crops

Agriculture
– Marginal areas increasingly uneconomic

– Intensification of remaining farms & crofts
– Increasing use of agri-environment schemes

Housing & development
– Increase in number of households
– Generic new development not in keeping with regional 

distinctiveness
– Continual urbanisation of rural areas/settlements

Pylons/masts
– New/upgraded powerlines for 

renewable energy schemes
– New telecommunication masts

Tourist development
– Continual pressure for tourist 

development in scenic areas

Wild land
– Continual attrition through new structures

Ecology & nature conservation
– Continual loss of natural/semi-natural habitats
– Spread of bracken in upland margins
– Increase in deer fences to protect native woodland
– Continual loss of open ground to native woodland expansion
– Continual spread of alien species

Historic environment
– Continual loss of historic features

2. 
CHANGE

2. 
CHANGE
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LOSS OF REGIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS

Modern development can result in regional distinctiveness being lost, so that 
everywhere looks the same: homogenisation of landscapes

=

2. 
CHANGE

2. 
CHANGE
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LANDSCAPE CHANGE: ATTRITION

Loss of character arises from an accumulation of small changes and results in a general homogenisation of landscapes – of a 
loss of regional distinctiveness

Landscape Capacity Studies can help identify the amount of change that can take place without affecting the character

Landscapes change their character over time 
through the accumulation of many changes –
which can in themselves be small: attrition

2. 
CHANGE

2. 
CHANGE

NatureScot has produced a toolkit for 
producing a Land Capacity Study 
available on the NatureScot website

https://www.nature.scot/guide-commissioning-landscape-capacity-study-toolkit
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LANDSCAPE CHANGE: LOSS OF WILD LAND THROUGH ATTRITION

Before humans colonised, the whole landscape was wild: i.e. composed entirely of natural components with landscape change 
purely through natural processes. However, as humans have colonised the landscape over the millennia, managed the land, and 
added infrastructure, the extent of wild land has declined until nowadays it is restricted to the remoter, mountainous regions. 

The whole landscape as wild land before human 
colonisation

Area of wild land is within the red line, 
showing slow attrition of wild land – a 

process which continues to this day

Wild land

2. 
CHANGE

2. 
CHANGE

See NatureScot’s website for their 
policy on wild land

https://www.nature.scot/professional-advice/landscape/landscape-policy-and-guidance/landscape-policy-wild-land
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Some landscapes have more appeal than others

However, unlike describing landscapes as shown in Part 1, assessing 
the appeal and quality of landscapes is a subjective process

PART 3

ASSESSING LANDSCAPES

https://www.fenton.scot/landscape.htm
mailto:ecology@fenton.scot
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LANDSCAPE PREFERENCES

Landform is an important element in human preferences – the 
scenery of complex landforms tends to be more appealing

The presence of water (coasts, lochs, rivers) also tends to make 
landscapes more appealing, as indicated by its attraction to 
tourists or its influence on house prices

Rugged, complex scenery tends to be 
more appealing to the modern eye, as 
indicated by their attraction to tourists

But this has not always been the case in 
the past

Scenery with little topographic variety 
tends to be less appealing

Identifying the different landscape types in an area is a relatively 
objective process (Landscape Character Assessment, see page 11
above) – which does not attempt to say that one type is better or 
worse than another

However, in practice we do prefer some landscapes over others –
but trying to pin down what it is in the these landscapes that makes 
us prefer them can be difficult

3. 
ASSESSING

3. 
ASSESSING
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LANDSCAPE QUALITY

The word ‘quality’ is used with two distinct, but related meanings:

a. ‘Quality’ = high quality

“This is a quality landscape”, “This landscape is noted for its 
scenic quality”, “This landscape is noted for the quality of its 
light”…

In these cases the word ‘high’ is implicit

b. ‘Quality’ = a perception of the landscape, or landscape 
component, which can be perceived within a range low to high

“This landscape is noted for its high scenic quality”, “This 
landscape has a low scenic quality”…

From NatureScot (SNH) Landscape Policy Framework 2005

Scenic quality

The aesthetic value placed on the landscape, based primarily on 
the visual senses. This value is not absolute and tends to reflect 
prevailing ideas about which landscapes offer a particular 
aesthetic.

Landscape qualities

Less tangible and experiential aspects of a landscape, such as the 
appreciation of its beauty or history, its sense of wildness or its 
challenge for recreation. While these qualities are dependent on 
individual perception, they are commonly recognised and valued 
by people.

‘Quality’ is a word often associated with landscapes, and is based on a subjective assessment of the attributes of the landscape

‘This is a poor quality landscape’
In practice this means it is a less preferred type 
of landscape, in this case because of the lack of 
natural features such as trees which might 
soften the artificial elements

‘This is a high quality landscape’
In practice this means it is a preferred, in this 
case because of the presence of enhancers of 
landscape quality such as trees and water

Some landscapes, which have been 
designated for their scenic beauty, 
have special qualities: attributes 
which have resulted in their 
aesthetic appeal. See page 52 below

3. 
ASSESSING

3. 
ASSESSING

https://www.nature.scot/professional-advice/landscape/framework-landscape-policy
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DESIGNATION OF HIGH QUALITY LANDSCAPES

We may want to give extra protection to landscapes that are deemed to be of high quality. If they are nationally
important they are designated as National Scenic Areas

If they are important at the regional or local level they are given by local authorities a local landscape designation, 
such as an ‘Area of Great Landscape Value’

Extensive areas of wild land have been identified as Wild Land Areas

Landscapes designed for aesthetic appeal, particularly from the 18th and 19th centuries, are termed 
Designed Landscapes

Aesthetically appealing areas of 
settlements with vernacular buildings 
can be designated a Conservation 
Area by local authorities

Aesthetically appealing areas 
around large houses can be 
designated Designed Landscapes
by Historic Environment Scotland

Aesthetically appealing parts of Scotland 
can be designated National Scenic 
Areas by the Scottish Government

Locally valued landscapes can be 
given a Local Landscape 
Designation by local authorities

Extensive areas of wild land 
can be labelled Wild Land 
Areas by NatureScot

3. 
ASSESSING

3. 
ASSESSING

Links to further information 
on NatureScot website:

National Scenic Areas

Local Landscape 
Designations

Wild Land Areas

Historic Environment 
Scotland website:

Designed Landscapes

https://www.nature.scot/professional-advice/protected-areas-and-species/protected-areas/national-designations/national-scenic-areas
https://www.nature.scot/professional-advice/protected-areas-and-species/protected-areas/local-designations/local-landscape-areas
https://www.nature.scot/wild-land-area-descriptions
https://www.historicenvironment.scot/advice-and-support/listing-scheduling-and-designations/gardens-and-designed-landscapes/
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DETRACTORS OF LANDSCAPE QUALITY

A cultural landscape of high appeal to many people

"Landscape quality” is a subjective assessment of the appeal 
of a given landscape

Detractors are components which detract from the quality (appeal) 
of the landscape

Some would see the addition of pylons as detractors, as they 
are not in keeping with the landscape character

3. 
ASSESSING

3. 
ASSESSING
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ENHANCERS OF LANDSCAPE QUALITY

Components that improve a landscape’s (quality) appeal are 
called enhancers

The addition of trees has resulted in a landscape character that many 
people would prefer – the trees are enhancers

The scenery of this landscape is not softened by the presence of 
natural components, and is probably less appealing to people than 
the one on the previous page

In practice, people have preferences for certain types of scenery

Sometimes the word quality is used in relation to 
landscape preferences:

The statement “this is a poor quality landscape” in 
practice means it is a less preferred landscape

The statement “this is a good quality landscape” 
in practice means it is a  preferred landscape

3. 
ASSESSING

3. 
ASSESSING
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If applied to the landscape as a whole the word ‘condition’ only has 
meaning in relation to a desired condition of the landscape as 
illustrated below

Here, “this landscape is in poor condition” 
has meaning if the desired state is wild 
land, but there are currently detractors,
such as masts

Here, “this landscape is in poor condition” has 
meaning if the desired state is an early 19th century 
farmed landscape, with all its components in good 
condition (dykes, hedges, byres, farmhouses)

An urban landscape might be 
deemed to be in “poor condition” if 
there is little greenspace and few 
trees to enhance the landscape

This is sometimes called 
a ‘poor quality’ landscape

CONDITION

31

Here, “this landscape is in good 
condition” has meaning if the desired 
state is the original 18th century 
Designed Landscape with its original 
components in good condition

A ‘high quality’ landscape

The quality of a landscape can also relate to its condition: “Is the 
current landscape in good ‘condition’? Or in ‘poor condition’?”

Good condition

Poor condition

Assessing the condition of a landscape component is 
more straightforward than assessing the condition of 
the landscape as whole

In this case the condition of the wall is an 
attribute of this landscape component

3. 
ASSESSING

3. 
ASSESSING
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LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY & VISUAL IMPACT

Landscapes with a high sensitivity are particularly vulnerable to the change; low sensitivity landscapes are more robust to change

The visual impact of one new house will be higher in 
this landscape (currently wild land); the landscape has 
a high sensitivity and a low capacity for change

The visual impact of one new house will be lower 
in this landscape; the landscape has a low 
sensitivity and a high capacity for change

The visual impact is the effect of development, land use or land 
management change on the appearance of the landscape

Visual impacts can be positive (enhancers) or negative 
(detractors); Visual Impact Assessment is the process of 
assessing such impact

3. 
ASSESSING

3. 
ASSESSING

See NatureScot website for further information on Landscape 
Sensitivity Studies and Visual Impact Assessment

https://www.nature.scot/professional-advice/landscape/landscape-tools-and-techniques/landscape-sensitivity-studies
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Different people perceive the same landscape differently

PART 4

PERCEPTIONS OF LANDSCAPE

https://www.fenton.scot/landscape.htm
mailto:ecology@fenton.scot
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PERCEPTIONS OF LANDSCAPE 1

Scenery is the term 
used to describe what 

we see through our 
eyes

Although the physical components of the landscape are the same for 
everyone, different people perceive landscape in different ways

To the specialist, the landscape is the 
scenery together with the 
associations in people’s minds

Crops, food, 
income

Home, family, 
song, dance

Timber, energy, 
shooting, jobs

Holidays, walking, 
away from cities, 
wildness

Depopulation, 
Clearances, 
empty glens

The same scenery may be interpreted differently by different people

4. 
PERCEPTION

4. 
PERCEPTION
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REALITY, PERCEPTIONS & EMOTIONAL RESPONSE TO LANDSCAPE

One landscape – different perceptions

Fantastic 
scenery, wild 
land, unspoilt 
countryside

Productive 
land, jobs, 
income

Empty glens, 
Clearances. 
need for 
development

The above picture shows ‘what is there’, the scenery 
as captured by a camera, what is visible to the eyes –
objective, measurable reality: as described by 
Landscape Character Assessment

What different people ‘see’ 
relates to the associations 
in their minds

The qualities of the landscape as identified by different 
people often encompass more than just the scenery

In practice, people’s mental images of the 
landscape can have a stronger hold than 

objective reality: none of the perceptions on the 
right exactly match the objective scenery above

Mental 
associations 
& images

Scenery Emotional 
response

Value judgements 

Landscape qualities:
e.g. ‘fantastic scenery’, 
‘productive land’, ‘empty 
glens’

Landscape as a whole:
e.g. ‘the best’, ‘boring’, 

‘worthy of designation’

4. 
PERCEPTION

4. 
PERCEPTION
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PERCEPTIONS OF LANDSCAPE 2

Attributes as measured objectively

This landscape has a wide variety of 
attributes which can be classified in a 

variety of ways. Examples are:

Naturalness

Amount of wildlife

Type of vegetation

(Degree of) human influence

Average cloud cover

Range of colours

Rock type

(Degree of) complexity of landform

Altitudinal range

(Number of) artifacts

Proportion of land under housing

Type of field boundary

Type of crops grown

Diversity of components

Attributes as perceived by an individual 
– perceptions

They may or may not correspond to the 
objective attributes:

Naturalness

Amount of wildlife

Type of vegetation

(Degree of) human influence

Average cloud cover

Range of colours

Rock type

(Degree of) complexity of landform

Altitudinal range

(Number of) artifacts

Proportion of land under housing

Type of field boundary

Type of crops grown

Diversity of components

Objective 
scenery

Perception 
of scenery

One person’s perceptionAs measured

One landscape – different perceptions

What we perceive can be different 
to what is objectively present

Different people perceive the 
landscape in different ways

4. 
PERCEPTION

4. 
PERCEPTION
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THE BRAIN AS A FILTER

Measurable attributes of the scenery

Naturalness

Amount of wildlife

Type of vegetation

(Degree of) human influence

Perceived attributes – perceptions

Naturalness

Amount of wildlife

Type of vegetation

(Degree of) human influence

Objective 
scenery

Perception 
of scenery

One person’s perceptionAs measured

Emotional responses

Different people have different emotional 
responses to what they see; the words used 
can be vague and undefined, for example:

Unspoilt   Wild   Degraded   Amazing

Dramatic   Boring   Intimate

Mental 
associations 
& images

Scenery

Emotional 
response

Value judgements 

Landscape qualities

Value judgements

People’s value judgements are 
based on their perceptions of 
the scenery, not necessarily the 
objective scenery

One landscape – different perceptions

Mental associations & images

This is a complex subject. Associations and images in 
people’s minds could include the Highland 
Clearances, landlordism, links to family history, 
unspoilt land, ecological degradation, climate change 
mitigation (push for renewables), recreational 
potential, upbringing…

There is a tendency to take for 
granted the landscape in which you 
were brought up

Hence an outsider visiting a landscape 
can have a different take on the area’s 
qualities

4. 
PERCEPTION

4. 
PERCEPTION
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PERCEPTION OF LANDSCAPE QUALITIES

Qualities

Qualities are perceptions

A ‘quality’ is a value attached to a landscape 
component, or combination of components:

Impressive (cliffs)   Beautiful (lochs)   Dramatic 
(contrast between…)   Valued (stone 
buildings)    Good (views)

Or a ‘quality’ can be based on an emotional 
response arising from the landscape as a 
whole:

Harmony   Integrity   Tranquillity

This second type can be hard to relate to 
specific components, and so can be hard to 
manage for; hence, when it comes to 
management objectives, the first type is more 
useful

A ‘special quality’ is one where there is 
consensus that the quality is above ‘average’

Fantastic 
scenery, 
wild land,

Productive
land, 

Empty 
glens

The landscape professional can ensure a 
structured approach is taken as to what 

attributes and qualities relate to scenery

They can filter out those perceptions which are 
far removed from reality (see page 35 above)

And they can facilitate the consensus building 
process for planning future landscapes

Mental 
associations 
& images

Scenery
(attributes)

Emotional 
response

Value judgements 

Landscape 
qualities valued 
by individuals

Consensus reached 
on valued qualities

Relevant landscape 
components can then 
be managed

Attributes

An attribute is directly measurable, 
with no value attached

Landform, vegetation cover or field 
patterns, for example, are not

landscape qualities in themselves, 
but landscape components with 

attributes

However, they become qualities if a 
value judgement is attached to 

them: dramatic landform, beautiful 
meadows, cherished field systems

In practice, professionals have a 
good idea of the landscape 
qualities that are likely to be 
present in a given area (owing to 
previous work in this field)

One landscape – different perceptions
4. 

PERCEPTION

4. 
PERCEPTION
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We can choose the direction of landscape change, whether it is 
retaining landscapes we find appealing, improving the quality of less 

appealing landscapes, or creating new landscapes

Or we can let landscapes continue to develop in an ad hoc manner, which 
has the danger that valued landscapes and landscape qualities might be 

permanently lost

PART 5

PLANNING FUTURE LANDSCAPES

"Landscape planning" means strong forward-
looking action to enhance, restore or create 
landscapes

From the European Landscape Convention

https://www.fenton.scot/landscape.htm
mailto:ecology@fenton.scot
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ECONOMIC VALUATION OF LANDSCAPE: Assessing the income

Income from 
farming & crofting

In order to promote conservation of the landscape, it is often necessary to identify its economic value
However, as ‘landscape is everywhere’, it is necessary to first clarify the economic benefit we mean

Income from economic 
activity in towns & 
villages

Income from 
forestry

Income from 
wildlife tourism

Income from 
climbers and 
walkers

Income from natural capital 
(‘environmental services’), e.g. 
water, carbon fixation

Income from 
general tourism

Income from cultural 
tourism (cultural events, 
historic sites)

Income from 
shooting

Income from 
fishing

Income from 
telecommunication 
masts

Income from 
renewable energy

5. 
PLANNING

5. 
PLANNING
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ECONOMIC VALUATION OF LANDSCAPE: ‘Scenery’ as the driver

Because landscape is everywhere and includes everything, assessing its economic value could be seen as no different than 
assessing the economic value of a regional economy

To make sense of the ‘economic value of landscape’ it is perhaps best to focus on the economic benefit of having good quality
(i.e. preferred) scenery. The income streams highlighted in yellow are more or less dependent on scenery. Grant-aid to 
enhance scenery may also contribute to the income of farming/forestry

Good quality scenery can bring in the following benefits, some of which 
are easier to quantify economically than others:

1. Brings in visitors (tourism)
2. Attracts new residents (high quality place to live)
3. Attracts new businesses (attractive surroundings)
4. Contributes to national & local ‘pride’

Income from 
farming & crofting

Income from economic 
activity in towns & 
villages

Income from 
forestry

Income from 
wildlife tourism

Income from 
climbers and 
walkers

Income from natural capital 
(‘environmental services’), 
e.g. water, carbon fixation

Income from 
general tourism

Income from cultural 
tourism (cultural events, 
historic sites)

Income from 
shooting

Income 
from fishing

Income from 
telecommunication 
masts

Income from 
renewable energy

5. 
PLANNING

5. 
PLANNING
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STAKEHOLDERS IN LANDSCAPE

Farmers/ 
crofters/ 
landowners

Many different interests need to be involved 
in the decisions on how we would like to see 
our future landscapes

Energy providers

Residents/ local 
businesses

Forestry 
industry Wildlife tourists & 

conservation 
bodies

Climbers and 
walkers

Water industry

General tourist
Visitor 
attractions/ 
accommodation 
providers

Stalkers & 
shooters

Fishermen

Telecommunication 
companies

1. BASICS1. BASICS
5. 

PLANNING
5. 

PLANNING
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Fine scenery and diverse character of 
the seascapes and landscapes of our 
developed, undeveloped and 
isolated coasts

Distinctive landscapes of upland, hills 
and moors, recognised for their 
openness and quality of wildness

An enhanced contribution of forest 
and woodland to many landscapes 

Farmed and crofted landscapes of 
diverse character, with the significant 
contribution of designed landscapes 
to the lowland scene recognised and 
safeguarded 

Attractive and distinctive settlements 
with high quality greenspace, that 
reflect regional design and materials, 
fit their wider setting, and positively 
contribute to people’s quality of life

Note that this is an all-landscapes approach, 
in that it applies to all of Scotland, not just to 
areas designated for their landscape 
importance

From SNH Landscape Policy Framework 2005NATURESCOT’S OVERARCHING AIM FOR SCOTLAND’S LANDSCAPE

43
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NatureScot was previously known as Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)

https://www.nature.scot/professional-advice/landscape/framework-landscape-policy
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Different people may have different preferences; hence deciding what landscapes 
we would like to have in the future has to be a democratic process

44

CONSULTATION ON FUTURE LANDSCAPES

Crops, food, 
income

Home, family, 
song, dance

Timber, energy, 
shooting, jobs

Holidays, walking, 
away from cities, 
wildness Depopulation, 

Clearances, empty 
glens

?

Fantastic
scenery"Landscape quality objective" means, for a specific 

landscape, the formulation by the competent public 
authorities of the aspirations of the public with regard to 
the landscape features of their surroundings

From the European Landscape Convention

5. 
PLANNING

5. 
PLANNING
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SCENERY AS THE DRIVER: Qualities that relate to scenery

One landscape – different perceptions

Fantastic 
scenery, wild 
land, unspoilt 
countryside

Productive 
land, jobs, 
income

Empty glens, 
Clearances. 
need for 
development

What the landscape 
professional sees & 
maps during Landscape 
Character Assessment

In practice language and 
meanings can be vague 
which makes it difficult to 
clarify how we would like 
future landscapes to look

Only the scenery can be 
planned for and managed, 
so that the focus needs to 
be kept on qualities that 
relate to scenery

Preferred scenery is:

Land with settlements and 
occupied houses; wild land is a 
less preferred type of scenery

Preferred scenery is:

Land which is obviously productive in 
agricultural, forestry or economic 
[cultural landscapes] 

Preferred scenery is:

Land which is ‘fantastic’ (?dramatic), wild 
and ‘unspoilt’ is a preferred type of 
scenery (natural landscapes, wild land) 
[not clear what ‘unspoilt’ means]

The landscape professional can 
have a more structured 
approach as to what qualities 
relate to scenery

But they will have to make 
value judgements if they 
identify any landscape qualities 
themselves

These individuals have identified 
the landscape qualities they value 
(or do not value).

However, there will need to be a 
consensus view of the landscape 
quality objectives in planning 
future landscapes

5. 
PLANNING

5. 
PLANNING
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LANDSCAPE PLANNING   The European Landscape Convention process

"Landscape quality objective" means, for a specific landscape, the formulation 
by the competent public authorities of the aspirations of the public with regard to 
the landscape features of their surroundings

From the European Landscape Convention

Extract from the European Landscape Convention (Article 6): 

Identification and assessment
Each Party undertakes:

1) to identify its own landscapes throughout its territory

2) to analyse their characteristics and the forces and pressures transforming them

3) to take note of changes

4) to assess the landscapes thus identified, taking into account the particular values assigned to them by the 
interested parties and the population concerned

5) Each Party undertakes to define landscape quality objectives for the landscapes identified and assessed, 
after public consultation

The process described in the 
following pages follows the 
European Landscape Convention 
process as on the left

5. 
PLANNING

5. 
PLANNING

Achieving these objectives will need 
coordination of action by local 
communities, local authorities, 
government agencies & central 
government

https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=09000016802f80c6
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1) IDENTIFICATION OF LANDSCAPES
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Map the landscape character types (Landscape Character Assessment)

Every region of Scotland has had its landscapes described and mapped following 
the above process of Landscape Character Assessment

See NatureScot’s website for further information

5. 
PLANNING

5. 
PLANNING

Intensive farmland with 
rectangular fields

Rolling hills with energy 
infrastructure & forestry 
plantations

Wild, rugged hill

Settlement of traditional 
single-storey houses

Broadleaved woodland 
on hillslopes with 
occasional houses

Lowland landscape of broadleaved 
woodland and wetland

https://www.nature.scot/professional-advice/landscape/landscape-character-assessment/scottish-landscape-character-types-map-and-descriptions
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2) PRESSURES FOR CHANGE  
3) DIRECTION OF CHANGE

5. 
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Access & recreation
– Increasing use of vehicles in the countryside, 

and continual construction of new tracks
– Intensification of grouse moor management

Forestry
– Continual expansion onto open ground
– Increasing mechanisation & upgrading of 

access tracks

Renewable energy
– Increasing extraction of energy from 

natural flows: wind, water, waves
– Associated tracks & quarries
– New energy crops

Agriculture
– Marginal areas increasingly uneconomic
– Intensification of remaining farms & crofts
– Increasing use of agri-environment schemes

Housing & development
– Increase in number of households
– Generic new development not in keeping with regional 

distinctiveness
– Continual urbanisation of rural areas/settlements

Pylons/masts
– New/upgraded powerlines for 

renewable energy schemes
– New telecommunication masts

Tourist development
– Continual pressure for tourist 

development in scenic areas

Wild land
– Continual attrition 

through new tracks, 
dams, wind turbines, 
fences

Ecology & nature conservation
– Continual loss of natural/semi-natural habitats
– Spread of bracken in upland margins
– Increase in deer fences to protect native woodland
– Continual loss of open ground to native woodland expansion
– Continual spread of alien species

Historic environment
– Continual loss of historic features

48
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4) ASSESSMENT OF LANDSCAPE QUALITY
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Identify the landscape quality for each type through assessing the presence of enhancers and detractors, associated with
knowledge of the public preference of different landscape types (identified through a consultation process or previous research)

High quality owing to 
aesthetic appeal of trees and 
water
(High preference)

Low quality owing to uniform 
forestry plantations
(Low preference)

High quality
but marred by detractors (pylons)
(High preference)

Medium quality, but could be enhanced 
with more trees & woodland
(Medium preference)

Medium quality, but could be 
enhanced with more trees and 
open space
(Medium preference)

High quality but with 
some detractors and 
little capacity for new 
housing
(High preference)

High quality owing to absence 
of wild land detractors
(High preference)

There will be both local and national
communities of interest

5. 
PLANNING

5. 
PLANNING

An overall vision for Scotland as a whole could be to 
‘maintain regional distinctiveness’
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5) LANDSCAPE QUALITY OBJECTIVES
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Maintain natural character of 
the loch and its surrounds

Diversify forestry plantations 
through increasing the 
broadleaved woodland 
component and creating more 
irregular woodland boundaries

Maintain quality through ensuring any 
new development is well-designed, does 
not exceed the capacity of the landscape, 
and by removal of detractors

Enhance quality through creation of 
woodland, planting of boundary trees & 
creation of wetland

Enhance the settlement through 
creation of more greenspace and 
woodland planting
Ensure any new housing is in 
keeping with the existing character

Ensure any new tourist 
development is well-designed 
and in keeping with the 
landscape character and capacity

Maintain its wild nature 
through a policy of no new 
infrastructure

Ensure new renewable 
infrastructure is sited in 
appropriate locations, taking 
account of a Visual Impact 
Assessment

‘Landscape protection’ means actions to conserve and maintain the 
significant or characteristic features of a landscape, justified by its heritage 
value derived from its natural configuration and/or from human activity

From the European Landscape Convention

Achieving these objectives will need coordination of action by local 
communities, local authorities, government agencies & central 
government, using the tools discussed above: Visual Impact 
Assessment, Landscape Capacity Studies, Design Guidance, etc.
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5) LANDSCAPE QUALITY OBJECTIVES: A vision of how the landscape might look if the objectives are met
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No new development 
around the loch

Softening of forestry plantations

Well-sited new development

New windfarm 
sensitively sited

Enhancement of the 
settlement through tree 
planting and more greenspace

Sensitive siting of new 
tourist development

No new development in the 
area of wild landEnhancement of 

intensive agricultural 
landscape

New housing in 
keeping with the 
character Positive change can be brought about by:

Sensitive siting of new development (using Visual Impact Assessment)

Adding (or restoring) components that enhance the character: enhancers

Removing components that detract from the character: detractors

Adding (or restoring) components that do not affect the current character: neutral

Removing pylons in this area through 
undergrounding of cables

Achieving this vision will need coordination of 
action by local communities, local authorities, 
government agencies & central government
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5) LANDSCAPE QUALITY OBJECTIVES: Designated landscapes
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There may some areas of high landscape quality which are worthy of a local or national landscape designation 
(see page 32 above)

The designated area will have special qualities or attributes that are particularly valued: their conservation is 
key to maintaining the landscape quality of the designated area

Area to be designated as 
nationally or locally important,  
with special qualities

NatureScot has published guidance on how to identify Special Qualities 

The Special Qualities of all National Scenic Areas and both National 
Parks have also been identified by NatureScot

See NatureScot website for further information

Special qualities of the area identified as worthy of a 
landscape designation

– A back-drop of impressive mountains

– Significant areas of wild land (areas with no artifacts)

– Few large-scale, modern structures

– Dominance of traditional (vernacular) architecture

– Glens with native woodland adorning their slopes

– Undeveloped loch-sides and coasts

The boundary, where possible, should follow 
obvious features on the ground, although 
any boundary is to some extent arbitrary

5. 
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The landscape quality objectives in the 
designated area are to maintain the characteristics 

of the identified special qualities

The National Scenic Areas in Dumfries & Galloway have Management 
Strategies which identify the tasks necessary to achieve the objectives. 
See the Dumfries & Galloway Council website for further information

https://www.nature.scot/professional-advice/protected-areas-and-species/protected-areas/national-designations/national-scenic-areas
https://dumgal.gov.uk/article/15974/National-Scenic-Areas-NSAs-
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ACHIEVING HIGH QUALITY DESIGN

The design of 
Designed Landscapes
is determined by the 
original layout

At the Landscape scale

Reducing visual impact 
through the optimum location 
of detractors and the design 
of enhancers is best tackled 
through Visual Impact 
Assessment of the landscape 
setting and, for settlements, 
Design Guidance/ 
Statements

Design of buildings and structures is 
perhaps best tackled by local 
authority-issued Design Guidance

Design guidance of 
farmed landscapes, 
and the landscape as a 
whole, is perhaps best 
tackled through 
Landscape Character 
Assessments

Forest & 
woodland design is 
determined by 
forestry design 
guidelines

At the Landscape Component scale

Village design statements are 
produced in a democratic process, 
where residents themselves identify 
the design attributes of the village

See for example the Village Design 
Statement for Glencaple in Dumfries 
& Galloway

5. 
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https://www.dumgal.gov.uk/media/22144/Glencaple-Village-Design-Statement/pdf/Glencaple_Village_Design_Statement.pdf?m=637098377456300000

